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Day of viewing

Weekly Coverage

Total TV 55,725,000

Audience share (%) 

Aggregates
National Channels(1) 91.3

Other TV : special-interest local and foreign
channels

8.7

Channels

TF1 17.6

FRANCE 2 16.5

FRANCE 3 8.7

CANAL+(2) 1.3

FRANCE 5 3.7

M6 8.6

ARTE 3.0

C8 3.3

W9 2.3

TMC 2.9

TFX 1.6

NRJ12 1.0

CSTAR 1.1

GULLI 1.0

TF1 SERIES FILMS 1.6

6TER 1.6

RMC STORY 2.0

RMC DÉCOUVERTE 1.7

CHÉRIE 25 1.1

Average day Monday-Sunday - from 3am to 3am - 4 years and older, TV equipped

Viewing time

Total TV 3:33

(1) National channels: historical channels and DTT channels.

(2) The audience for the channels Canal+ Cinéma, Canal+ Sport, Canal+ Docs, Canal+ Grand Ecran, Canal+ Foot and Canal+ Sport 360 is incorporated into the “Other TV” 

aggregate.

Médiamat integrates all audiences of TV programmes watched outside of the home and on the move* on TV, computer, smartphone and
tablet.

*At relative’s or friends’ homes, at a second home, hotel, summer rental, bar, train station, airport, public space, car, train, bus, etc.
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Médiamat, the benchmark in television audience measurement in France, takes into 
consideration audiences of programmes watched at home on TV and audiences outside of 
the home and on the move regardless of the screen: television, computer, smartphone, 
tablet.  

On 6th March 2023, the Médiamat panel comprised 11,322 individuals aged 4 years and 
older living in 4,997 households equipped with an audience meter in each television set at 
home.  This panel is representative of individuals residing in mainland France having a TV 
set in their main residence. Audiences outside the home and on the move are measured 
thanks to a panel of individuals who carry with them a miniature audience meter as they go 
about their daily activities. Today, there are about 5,000 panellists aged 15 years and older 
and equipped with a television set. 

Audience in Viewing days: total audiences of programmes viewed live, time-
shifted and on catch-up on a given day, regardless of the original live 
broadcast date of the programmes caught up with.

Weekly coverage: number of individuals who had at least one contact with 
the television medium during the week, regardless of the duration of this 
contact.

Viewing Time per Individual (VTI) in minutes: average time spent viewing
programmes broadcasted by TV channels by all individuals in the population 
studied.

Audience share in percentage: share that represents the viewing time for a 
channel over the total viewing time for television media.
For Canal +, the results have been calculated across the entire broadcast 
period, whether the broadcast was scrambled or unscrambled.
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Media Glossary
Check 500+ definitions on

About Médiamétrie, a trusted third party for fair and objective measurements
Médiamétrie is committed to providing its customers with joint and sovereign standard audience 
measurements. As a data leader and media expert, the company applies its know-how to video, 
audio and cross-media behaviour measurements, as well as advertising effectiveness 
measurement. Every day, some 1,000 employees design and produce the right measure for today 
and tomorrow to support the free decision-making of the company's customers in France and 
abroad. 
In 2021, the Médiamétrie Group achieved a turnover of nearly €105,1 million and processed over 
one billion data every day. 

Further information : @Mediametrie Mediametrie.officiel Médiamétriewww.mediametrie.fr
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